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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is an internet based computing which enables sharing of services. Cloud data security is a major concern for the 
client while using the cloud services provided by the service provider. There can be some security issues and conflicts between the 
client and the service provider. To resolve those issues, a third party can be used as an auditor. The main goal of cloud computing 
concept is to secure; protect the data and the processes which come under the property of users. In this paper, we have ensure 
reliable data storage using cloud services. It mainly focuses on the way of providing computing resources in form of service rather 
than a product and utilities are provided to users over internet.  In the cloud, application and services move to centralized huge 
data center and services and management of this data may not be trustworthy, into cloud environment the computing resources 
are under control of service provider and the third-party-auditor ensures the data integrity over out sourced data. In this paper, we 
proposed encryption method at TPA side to protect the privacy and integrity of outsourced data in cloud environment. To ensure 
the correctness of data, we consider the task of allowing a third party auditor (TPA), on behalf of the cloud client, to verify the 
integrity of the data stored in the cloud., the auditing process should bring in no new vulnerabilities towards user data privacy, 
and introduce no additional online burden to user. In this paper, we propose a secure cloud storage system supporting privacy-
preserving public auditing. This shows the proposed scheme is highly efficient. Here Work is focuses on RC5 Encryption 
Algorithm for stored data in cloud. Resulted encrypted method is secure and easy to use. 
 
Keywords: Cloud computing, Encryption, Data integrity, Third Party Auditor (TPA), RC5 Algorithm, privacy-
preserving, public auditability. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is innovation that uses advanced computational power and improved storage capabilities. Cloud 
computing is a long dreamed vision of computing utility, which enable the sharing of services over the internet. Cloud is 
a large group of interconnected computers, which is a major change in how we store information and run application. 
Cloud computing is a shared pool of configurable computing resources, on-demand network access and provisioned by the 
service provider [1]. The advantage of cloud is cost savings. The prime disadvantage is security. To ensure security, 
cryptographic techniques cannot be directly adopted. Sometimes the cloud service provider may hide the data corruptions 
to maintain the reputation. To avoid this problem, we introduce an effective third party auditor to audit the user’s 
outsourced data when needed. The security is achieved by RC5 Encryption Algorithm. [2] 
Third Party Auditor is kind of inspector. There are two categories: private auditability and public auditability. Although 
private auditability can achieve higher scheme efficiency, public auditability allows anyone, not just the client (data 
owner), to challenge the cloud server for the correctness of data storage while keeping no private information. To let off 
the burden of management of data of the data owner, TPA will audit the data of client. It eliminates the involvement of 
the client by auditing that whether his data stored in the cloud are indeed intact, which can be important in achieving 
economies of scale for Cloud Computing [3]. Hence TPA will help data owner to make sure that his data are safe in the 
cloud and management of data will be easy and less burdening to data owner. 
Cloud consumers save data in cloud server so that security as well as data storage correctness is primary concern. A novel 
and homogeneous structure is introduced [4] to provide security to different cloud types. To achieve data storage security, 
RC5 algorithm is used. RC5 algorithm is efficient and safer than the former algorithms. 

 

 
Figure 1 TPA with Cloud Service Provider [20] 
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2. OBJECTIVE 
Our contribution in this paper is summarized as follows:  
1) We motivate the public auditing system of data storage security in Cloud Computing and provide a privacy-preserving 
auditing protocol, i.e., our scheme supports an external auditor to audit user’s outsourced data in the cloud without 
learning knowledge on the data content. 
2) To the best of our knowledge, our scheme is the first to support scalable and efficient public auditing in the Cloud 
Computing. In particular, the TPA will be fully automated and will be able to properly monitor confidentiality and 
integrity of the data with RC5 Algorithm. 
 
3. RELATED WORK 
Ateniese et al. [3] are the first to consider public auditability in their defined “provable data possession” (PDP) model for 
ensuring possession of data files on untrusted storages. Their scheme utilizes the RSA based homomorphic linear 
authenticators for auditing outsourced data and suggests randomly sampling a few blocks of the file. However, the public 
auditability in their scheme demands the linear combination of sampled blocks exposed to external auditor. When used 
directly, their protocol is not provably privacy preserving, and thus may leak user data information to the auditor.  
Juels et al. [17] describe a “proof of retrievability” (PoR) model, where spot-checking and error-correcting codes are used 
to ensure both “possession” and “retrievability” of data files on remote archive service systems. However, the number of 
audit challenges a user can perform is fixed a priori, and public auditability is not supported in their main scheme. 
Although they describe a straightforward Merkle-tree construction for public PoRs, this approach only works with 
encrypted data. 
Almost simultaneously, Erway et al. [18] developed a skip lists based scheme to enable provable data possession with full 
dynamics support. However, the verification in these two protocols requires the linear combination of sampled blocks just 
as and thus does not support privacy preserving auditing. 
 While all the above schemes provide methods for efficient auditing and provable assurance on the correctness of remotely 
stored data, none of them meet all the requirements for privacy preserving public auditing in cloud computing. More 
importantly, none of these schemes consider batch auditing, which can greatly reduce the computation cost on the TPA 
when coping with a large number of audit delegations. 
 
4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
In this paper, the TPA will be fully automated and will be able to properly monitor confidentiality and integrity of the 
data and uniquely integrate it with random mask technique to achieve a privacy-preserving public auditing system for 
cloud data storage security while keeping all above requirements in mind. Extensive security and performance analysis 
shows the proposed schemes are provably secure and highly efficient. We also show how to extent our main scheme to 
support batch auditing for TPA upon delegations from multi-users. The use of RC5 algorithm for encryption, cloud 
computing can be applied to the data transmission security.   Proposed system mainly consists of four modules which are 
listed below                  

1. Login Module 
2. Third Party Auditor  
3. Cryptography 
4. Privacy-preserving 
4.1. Login Module 

In this module, there is multiple login 
 User Login 
 CSP login 
 TPA login 

The role of User, CSP and TPA are as follows- 
User can simply store data, file or application on cloud and received original decrypted data from cloud. TPA should 
encrypt and decrypt all users’ data and save encrypted data on cloud. Also data integrity validation is done through 
challenge and challenge verification. CSP provide space for storing data on cloud and response to challenge. 

4.2. Third Party Auditor 
       In this module, Auditor views the all user data. Auditor directly views all user data without key. Admin provided the 
permission to Auditor. After auditing data, store to the cloud. 

4.3.  Cryptography 
The art of protecting information by transforming it (encrypting it) into an unreadable format, called cipher text. 

Only those who possess a secret key can decipher (or decrypt) the message into plain text. Encrypted messages can 
sometimes be broken by cryptanalysis, also called code breaking, although modern cryptography techniques are virtually 
unbreakable. 
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4.4.  Privacy-preserving 
To ensure that the TPA cannot derive users’ data content from the information Collected during the auditing process. 
 

5. WORKING METHODOLOGY 
 

  
Figure 2 The architecture of cloud data storage service [19] 

 
In this paper, we consider data storage and sharing services in the cloud with three entities: the cloud, the third party 
auditor (TPA), and users who participate as a group (as shown in Fig. 1). Users in a group include one original user and a 
number of group users. The original user is the original owner of data, and shares data in the cloud with other users. 
Based on access control policies [5], other users in the group are able to access, download and modify shared data. The 
cloud provides data storage and sharing services for users, and has ample storage space. The third party auditor is able to 
verify the integrity of shared data based on requests from users, without downloading the entire data. When a user (either 
the original user or a group user) wishes to check the integrity of shared data, they first send an auditing request to the 
TPA. After receiving the auditing request, the TPA generates an auditing message to the cloud, and retrieves an auditing 
proof of shared data from the cloud. Then the TPA verifies the correctness of the auditing proof. Finally, the TPA sends 
an auditing report to the user based on the result of the verification.  
 
6. WORKING OF RC5 
In RC5, the word size (i.e. input plain text block size), number of rounds and number of 8-bit of key, all can be of variable 
length. These values can consist of the sizes as shown in the table 1. These values remain the same for a particular 
execution of a cryptographic algorithm. These are variable in the sense that before the execution of a particular instance 
of RC5, these values can be chosen from those allowed. 

Table 1: RC5 Block, Round and Key Details 
Parameter Allowed values 

word size in bits W 16,32,64 
number of rounds R 0-255 

the number of 8-bit bytes B 0-255 
The output resulting from RC5 is a cipher text, which has the same size as input plain text.RC5 is a parameterized 
algorithm, and a particular RC5 algorithm is designated as RC5-w=r=b. 

 
Figure 3 Encryption Using RC5 
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In the first two steps of the one-time initial operation, the input plain text is divided into two 32-bit blocks A and B. The 
first two sub keys S[0] and S[1] are added to A and B respectively. This produces C and D respectively and mark the end 
of one-time operation.Then the round begins. In each round, there are following operations: 

 Bit wise XOR 
 Left Circular-shift 
 Addition with the next sub-key, for both C and D- This is the addition operation first and then the result of the 

addition mod 2^W (since W=32 here, we have 2^32) is performed. 
From the figure it is clear that the output of one block is fed back as the input to another block, making the whole logic 
quite complicated to decipher. 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
Cloud Computing is an area full of challenges and of paramount importance. System uses encryption/decryption keys of 
user‘s data and stores it on remote server. It reliefs the client from maintaining any kind of key information and allowing 
the client for using any browser enabled device to access the cloud services. It allows the client to verify the integrity of 
the data stored on download or retrieval of its own stored data in cloud.  Each storage server has an encrypted file system 
which encrypts the client‘s data and store. Cryptographic techniques are used to provide secure communication between 
the client and the cloud. The system ensures that the client‘s data is stored only on trusted storage servers and it cannot be 
accessed by administrators or intruders. In particular, we consider the task of allowing a third party auditor (TPA), on 
behalf of the cloud client, to verify the integrity of the dynamic data stored in the cloud. TPA can perform multiple 
auditing tasks simultaneously.  Third party auditor can be a trusted third party to resolve the conflicts between the cloud 
service provider and the client.  Here Work is focuses on RC5 Encryption Algorithm for stored data in cloud. Resulted 
encrypted method is secure and easy to use. This paper provides cloud data security using third party auditor. 
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